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LAB RULE:

1. It is compulsory for all the students to attend the practical classes in lab and maintain the proper
silence 

2. Students must follow all verbal and written instructions carefully. If you are unsure of the 

procedure, ask your teacher for help before proceeding 
3. Students should not touch any equipment or chemicals unless specifically instructed to do so. 

4. Student must not eat, drink, apply cosmetics or chew gum in the laboratory. Wash hands 

thoroughly after participating in any laboratory activities. 

5. Students must perform only those experiments authorized by the teacher. 

6. Students must properly dispose of all chemical waste as directed. 

1. Students must never enter the science storage rooms or preparation areas unless accompanied by 

a teacher and accompanied by a sehool employee. 

8. Students should wear appropriate personal apparel at all times in the laboratory and also avoid

wearing loose or lammable clothing; long hair should be tied back. 

9. Students must carefully examine all equipment before each use and report any broken or defective 

equipment to the teacher immediately.

10. Students must never reach over an exposed flame or hot plate, or leave a flame or hot plate

unattended. 

11. If there is any damage or mishandling of any lab equipment then there will be fine as per the 

damage.
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(A Constituent unit of S.K.M.University, Dumka) 

LAB RULE 

. It is compulsory for all the students to attend the practical classes in lab and maintain the proper 

silence.

2. Students must follow all verbal and written instructions carefuly. If you are unsure of the 

procedure, ask your teacher for help before proceeding. 

3. Students should not touch any equipment or chemicals unless specifically instructed to do so. 

4. Student must not eat, drink, apply cosmetics or chew gum in the laboratory. Wash hands

thoroughly after participating in any laboratory activities. 

5. Students must perform only those experiments authorized by the teacher.

6. Students must properly dispose of all chemical waste as directed. 

7. Students must never enter the science storage rooms or preparation areas unless accompanied by 

a teacher and accompanied by a sehool employee. 

8. Students should wear appropriate personal apparel at all times in the laboratory and also avoid 

wearing loose or flammable clothing; long hair should be tied back.

9. Students must carefully examine all equipment before each use and report any broken or defective 

equipment to the teacher immediately. 

10. Students must never reach over an exposed lame or hot plate, or leave a flame or hot plate 

unattended. 

11. If there is any damage or mishandling of any lab equipment then there will be fine as per the 

damage.
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LAB RULE:

1. It is compulsory for all the students to attend the practical classes in lab and maintain the propersilence. 

2. Students must follow all verbal and written instructions carefully. If you are unsure of the procedure, ask your teacher for help before proceeding. 
3. Students should not touch any equipment or chemicals unless specifically instructed to do so. 
4. Student must not eat, drink, apply cosmetics or chew gum in the laboratory. Wash handsthoroughly after participating in any laboratory activities. 
5. Students must perform only those experiments authorized by the teacher.
6. Students must properly dispose of all chemical waste as directed. 

7. Students must never enter the science storage rooms or preparation areas unless accompanied by a teacher and accompanied by a school employee. 
8. Students should wear appropriate personal apparel at all times in the laboratory and also avoidwearing loose or flammable clothing; long hair should be tied back.

9. Students must carefully examine all equipment before each use and report any broken or defective 
equipment to the teacher immediately. 

10. Students must never reach over an exposed flame or hot plate, or leave a flame or hot plate
unattended.

11. If there is any damage or mishandling of any lab equipment then there will be fine as per the 
damage.
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LAB RULE 

1. It is compulsory for all the students to attend the practical classes in lab and maiatain the proper 

silence.

2. Students must follow all verbal and written instructions carefully. If you are unsure of the procedure, 

ask your teacher for help before proceeding. 

3. Students should not touch any equipment or chemicals unless specifically instructed to do so. 

Student must not eat, drink, apply cosmetics or chew gum in the laboratory. Wash hands thoroughly 4. 

after participating in any laboratory activities. 

5. Students must perform only those experiments authorized by the teacher.

6. Students must properly dispose of all chemical waste as directed. 

7. Students must never enter the science storage rooms or preparation areas unless accompanied by a 

teacher and accompanied by a school employee. 

Students should wear appropriate personal apparel at all times in the laboratory and also avoid 8. 

wearing loose or flammable clothing; long hair should be tied back. 

9 Students must carefully examine all equipment before each use and report any broken or defective 

equipment to the teacher immediately. 

10. Students must never reach over an exposed lame or hot plate, or leave a flame or hot plate

unattended. 

11. f there is any damage or mishandling of any lab equipment then there will be fine as per the damage. 
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